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Welcome to Habitat for Humanity
Driven by the vision that everyone needs a
decent place to live, Habitat for Humanity
began in 1976 as a grassroots effort on a
community farm in southern Georgia. The
Christian housing organization has since grown
to become a leading global nonprofit working in
more than 1,300 communities throughout the
U.S. and in more than 70 countries. Families
and individuals in need of a hand up partner
with Habitat for Humanity to build or improve a

About Habitat Paraguay
HFH Paraguay started with an idea – a seed,
which was planted and was able to grow
thanks to the dedication of committed
individuals.
In 1996, a group of Mennonites had the
dream of working to provide adequate
housing for communities in need. In 1998, as
a result of the initiative and perseverance of
these first volunteers, Habitat for Humanity
Paraguay was officially established in the
capital city of Asunción. The first 3 houses
were completed in 1999 in the urban
neighbourhood of Puerto Botánico.
By 2002, a total of 133 homes had been
constructed and affiliates were initiated in the
departments of Itapúa and Presidente Hayes.
The most recent housing solution projects
were established in the departments of San
Antonio in 2008, Benjamin Aceval in 2009,
and in Itapúa in 2009. To date, more than
7200 families - over 35,000 Paraguayans have partnered with Habitat for Humanity
Paraguay to improve their living conditions, to
plant their own seeds, and to create new
beginnings

place they can call home. Habitat homeowners
help build their own homes alongside
volunteers and pay an affordable mortgage.
Through financial support, volunteering or
adding a voice to support affordable housing,
everyone can help families achieve the
strength, stability and self-reliance they need to
build better lives for themselves.
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Global Village builds — Paraguay
Welcome to Habitat for Humanity Paraguay!
Dear Team Leader,
Thank you for choosing Paraguay as your
Global Village Trip destination! As you engage
and work alongside the friendly and welcoming
people of Paraguay, you will quickly learn that
this is an excellent country for you to actively
collaborate with Habitat for Humanity in
constructing sustainable housing solutions.
We look forward to work with you as you plan
your trip to Paraguay and we are convinced
that it will be a rewarding, challenging and
memorable intercultural exchange for you and
your fellow team members.

As you engage in this unique, mutually
beneficial service experience, we encourage
team members to have open expectations, be
flexible, and be willing to teach and learn; give
and receive; serve and be served. Remember,
the construction project is not just about
building a house – it is about building mutual
beneficial relationships, to engage intercultural
learning
experiences,
increase
global
awareness, and to be challenging yourself to
reflect on your own perspectives, lifestyle, and
values.
In Partnership,
Habitat for Humanity Paraguay Staff
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About The Projects
FOR THE FUTURE OF OUR CHILDREN
This project seeks to address the housing
needs of families and communities in poverty
conditions. The goal of this project its to
support the improvement of living condition of
families and the development of their children
through safety, healthy and durable houses.

TOGETHER FOR YOUR HOME
A project in alliance with a bank. The bank
provides loans for families and HFH provides
technical assistance for the construction of the
house.

SERVING TO COLLABORATORS
It’s a business alliance project, we work with
socially responsible companies to provide a
better living condition for their employees.
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About The Trip – Before You Leave
MEDICATIONS

NECESSARY ITEMS

Team members should bring enough
prescription medication with them to avoid
refills abroad. Just in case you lose your
prescription medication, bring along a
prescription from your doctor indicating the
composition of the medication you are taking
(brand names can be different overseas).
ALWAYS carry your prescription medication in
its original container(s) and carry ALL of your
prescription medication with you on the plane;
do not pack it in your checked luggage.

• Old
work
clothes
are
especially
recommended. (FYI: After the build, you
may leave your old washed and clean
clothes for Habitat Paraguay to sell for a
low symbolic price to Habitat families)
• One nice outfit if your group wants to go to
church, out at night, etc., nothing formal,
nice casual is fine.
• Closed toed shoes. We recommend work
boots with steel toes, or hiking boots.
Remember to break them in before your
trip!
• Rain Boots
• Sunscreen (at least 30 SPF)
• Mosquito repellent
• Hat
• Sunglasses
• Work gloves
• Safety goggles
• Required medicines (plus a copy of your
prescription)
• Rain jacket or umbrella
• Water bottle (for use on construction site)
• Copy of passport and airline tickets (carry
separate from originals)
• Money for personal expenses

IMMUNIZATIONS
The Center for Disease Control (CDC)
http://www.cdc.gov/travel/ and the World
Health Organization (www.who.int/en) both
provide
information
about
required
immunizations and health recommendations
for areas you will be visiting.

GENERAL PACKING TIPS
• Be modest in your dress. Short
shorts/skirts, low cut tops, sleeveless shirts or
extremely form-fitting clothes may attract
unwanted attention.
• Keep it simple, but thorough. The lighter
the load, the happier you will be!
• It is common for checked luggage to be
delayed for between 1-5 days. Therefore,
it is very important that you carry all
essential items in your carry-on bag,
including:
•
•
•
•

Change of clothing for at least 3 days
Prescription medications
Toiletries
Anything that you cannot live without if
your checked bag is delayed or lost!
• Put money in more than one place (but not
in your checked luggage!)

SUGGESTED ITEMS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

English/ Spanish dictionary
Snacks you particularly like
Bathing suit (summer months)
Flashlight
Camera (and extra film)
Extra batteries
Journal/Pen(s)
Simple first aid kit
Rehydration packets
Wash cloth (not provided by lodging,
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About The Trip – Upon Arrival
IMMIGRATION AND ADMITTANCE
INTO PARAGUAY
To enter Paraguay, a passport valid for at
least six months AFTER the trip is required. In
addition, most non-EU citizens require a visa,
including citizens from: United States,
Canada, Australia, and New Zealand.
South African and UK citizens do not need a
visa to enter Paraguay. Please consult your
local Paraguayan consulate in your home
country to find visa requirements, procedures,
forms, fees, required documentation, contact
information, etc. (See Contact Information
Section – Consulate General and Embassies
of Paraguay). IMPORTANT: If your team is
planning to cross any borders during tourism
you are planning to do, you will need a Multi
Entry Visa instead of Single Entry Visa.
Also, prior to your departure, we recommend
that all team members register online with
your
country’s
embassy/consulate
in
Paraguay/Argentina or send a fax with your
team’s itinerary, names of the participants
and their passport numbers (See Contact
Information Section - Embassies/Consulates
in Paraguay).

TRANSPORTATION
The
GV
Coordinator
will
arrange
transportation from and to the airport and will
be there to welcome the group. The GV
Coordinator
will
also
arrange
daily
transportation to and from the worksite by
private mini-bus/van. Sometimes you may be
close enough to walk to and from the site. We
will discuss all the. details with the team
during the in-country orientation

TRAVEL AND ARRIVAL: TIPS
AND REMINDERS
• It is common for checked luggage to be
delayed for between 1-5 days. Therefore, it
is very important that you carry all essential
items in your carry-on bag, including: a
change of clothing for at least 3 days;
prescription
medications;
toiletries;
anything that you cannot live without if your
checked bag is delayed or lost!
• If your luggage does not arrive with your
flight, talk to your airline agent
representative before you go through
customs. Remember to inform the host GV
Coordinator so that he or she can help you
claim your belongings.
• If for some reason a team member does
not make the connection and does not
arrive at their destination when planned,
he/she MUST contact the Global Village
Coordinator by phone or email.
• All team members must carry the
Emergency Contact Information document
with them (not in their checked luggage)
while traveling.
• Team members should keep close guard
of their personal belongings at all times.
• It is not advisable to accept any help from
anyone offering to carry your luggage.
• Once you pass through customs, look for
the Habitat for Humanity staff member
holding the Habitat for Humanity sign. The
GV Coordinator will then take you to your
accommodations
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About The Trip – General Info
LODGING

COMMUNICATION

Habitat for Humanity Paraguay will determine
the best lodging option for the group taking
into
consideration
group
size
and
characteristics, as well as proximity to the
construction site. Work-teams usually stay in
hotels or retreat centers that are simple, safe
and clean. Generally, we place 2 - 3 people
per room; occassionally team members will
stay in dormitory style accommodations.

Internet cafes are available in Asunción and
in other medium-larger size cities and towns;
however, the connection is often slow or is
not always functioning properly. Some of the
lodging accommodations also have internet
access.

Usually the rooms have a private bathroom,
but sometimes they are shared. All
accommodations will have hot water. The
team usually does not have to bring any
bedding or towels, but we will notify you if this
is not the case, however if you want to bring
wash cloths, hand towels or others toiletries
you are welcome too.

MEALS

International phone calls are typically made in
Cabinas Telefonicas throughout the country.
International phone calls run over USD$1 per
minute. Public telephones and pre-paid
phone cards are not available here.

CURRENCY AND BANKING
The currency in Paraguay is the Guarani
(Gs).
Money exchanges should take place in
“casas de cambio” or banks; if possible, avoid
changing money on the streets.

Most often breakfast and dinner will be
served at the hotel where you are staying or
at a restaurant close to it. Lunch will either be
eaten on the worksite (made by a local cook)
or it will be prepared and delivered by a local
restaurant.

Asunción and other cities have banks and
ATM machines. There are ATM machines
and money exchange places in the airport
The GV Coordinator can inform you of the
availability of financial services near your
hotel and/or construction site.

Special Dietary Needs: If any team member
has special dietary needs please let the GV
Coordinator know ahead of time and we will
do everything possible to accommodate
those needs.

Credit cards are accepted in most larger
grocery stores, hotels and some restaurants,
however, a 10% charge fee may be added,
so be sure to ask beforehand.

ELECTRICITY
Electric outlets are 220 Volts. Please make
sure that your electric appliances are
convertible to a 220 V outlet. If they are not,
you will need an outlet adapter

Traveler’s checks are difficult to exchange
and are not recommended.
The easiest currency to exchange is US
Dollar (but US Dollar cannot typically used as
direct payment). You should try to bring small
bills to exchange (USD $5, $10, $20). Please
bring just a few USD 100 bills and check they
there are not from the series D and BC (both
are not taken by any exchange offices or
banks).
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Paraguay’s Culture
RELIGION
The religious identities of the people of
Paraguay have since national independence
been oriented towards the Christian faith, and
specifically the Roman Catholic Church.
Paraguayans of all ages 10 and older had
their religious identities enumerated, and
89.6% were classified as Catholics.
Self-identification of Paraguayans with no
established religion is quite. After centuries
of Christian missionary activity, identification
with the traditional indigenous faiths of the
Paraguay region is even less.

FOOD
The cuisine of Paraguay is similar to the
cuisines in Uruguay and the Falkland Islands.
Meat, vegetables, manioc, maize, and fruits
are common in Paraguayan cuisine.
Barbecuing is both a cooking technique and
often a social event, and are known as the
Asado. Many dishes are based on corn, milk,
cheese and meat, and fish caught in rivers
are also eaten. There are about 70 varieties
of chipa (cake) in Paraguay.

LANGUAGE
Paraguayans hold their native language,
Guarani, very dear, viewing it as the vessel
that carries and transmits their culture. The
slightest interest in learning Guarani or use of
a greeting or common phrases in Guarani will
immediately put a smile on the face of most
Paraguayans, especially the masons.
Studying some basic Spanish vocabulary,
phrases, and specifically, the construction
terms is strongly recommended. HFHParaguay will provide you with this study
guide. In addition, a pocket dictionary and/or
a phrase-book are also recommended. Your
experience, in all likelihood, will be enhanced
if you try to communicate with the locals.
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Sample Cultural Experiences*
THE GOLDEN TRAIL
• The most popular excursion for visitors is the Golden trail
which is a full day excursion named for the triangular route
that joins Asunción with nearby small towns, including:
Asunción, Areguá, San Bernardino, Caacupé and Itaguá.
An Asunción city tour will take the visitors to Paraguayan
landmarks including: The Pantheon of Heroes, Municipal
Cathedral Nuestra Señora de la Asunción, The Cabildo
Museum and the Government Palace of Carlos Antonio
Lopez.

AREGUÁ
• Located 31km away from Asunción, known as the
“strawberry capital”. Along its streets and at the great
number of shops, pottery and sweets are offered
everywhere. The city has several historical and showy
buildings: The Centro Cultural del Lago Art Gallery, The
Carlota Palmerola Castle: (1911) Now the convent of the
Dominican sisters. The church Virgen de la Candelaria:
Built on a hill, it offers a beautiful sight of the Ypacaraí
Lake, in the historical area of the city.

ITAPUA -GUARANI JESUIT MISSIONS TRAIL
• The Jesuit Trail is a wonderful experience of cultural and
historical character. The Cultural Tour of Lights and
Sounds of the Guaraní Jesuit Mission of the Santisima
Trinidad del Paraná, tells the story of the Guarani Indians
and the Jesuits shared life in the seventeenth century.
Along with this tour is added the visit to the astronomical
center Buenaventura Suárez.

IGUAZU FALLS
• The Iguazu Falls, considered one of the World Heritage
Sites by UNESCO, consists of 275 jumps of water of up to
70 meters of height, spread over as a crescent moon. The
waterfalls can be seen on foot, as there are walkways
circuits for easy access that were built for that very
purpose, there are also crossing bridges, stairways and
paths full of vegetation to enjoy the magnificent views from
below and from above of “La Garganta del Diablo” (the
Devil´s mouth) a precipice of 80 meter of height.
*Cultural experiences will depend on hosting location within the country.
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Country Tips
GREETINGS
It is important to ask permission when entering
a house, restaurant, office or any other
establishment by saying: “Permiso” The typical
greeting when meeting someone is: “Hola, que
tal?” The custom when greeting people one-onone is typically two kisses, one on each cheek,
which is exchanged between women and
women, as well as men and women. The
greeting between men is shaking with the right
hands.

LANGUAGE
Paraguay is a unique country in Latin
America because the majority of the
population speaks both Spanish and Guarani.
However, those in cities and larger towns
tend to speak more Spanish (used for
business and government) and those in rural
areas tend to speak more Guarani (informal
settings).

PHARMACIES & MEDICAL CLINICS

SENSE OF TIME

FOOD & WATER

Paraguayans generally have a slower rhythm
of life. You will find that people often operate
on a different time schedule than you might
be accustomed to.

Things do not always start on time and
schedules can change last minute.
If there is downtime during the working day,
take advantage of this time to walk around.
Get to know the children, the neighbors, and
the neighborhood.

Pharmacies and medical clinics are available
throughout Paraguay. We recommend that you
bring a sufficient quantity of your own
medication (with a copy of your prescription), as
some medications may have a different name
and/or brand in Paraguay.

Bottled or purified water is recommended
throughout Paraguay. We will provide purified
water at the work site.
Lodging accommodations will either provide
purified water or we will provide each person
with one bottle of purified water/day for
consumption when not on the construction site.
(Note: The Team Leader or individuals will be
responsible for purchasing any purified water
consumption beyond this allotted amount).

However, we ask that you do not invite
children onto the work site.

When eating raw vegetables and unpeeled fruit,
make sure that you wash them thoroughly and
cut off the peel, if possible.

Try to be patient and remember that flexibility
is always the key in everything we are doing
here!

Do not worry about eating salads or raw fruit at
restaurants or meals provided by HFH
Paraguay.
Avoid eating food
especially meat.

from

street

vendors,
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Basic Spanish
Spanish

English
Hello

Hola

Good Bye
Yes

Adios
Si

No

No

Friend

Amigo

Thank You

Gracias

Please
You’re Welcome
Napkin

Por Favor
De Nada
Serviletta

Fork

Tenedor

Spoon

Cuchara

Knife

Cuchillo

Plate

Plato

Water

Aqua

Bread

Pan

How Long have you been working at habitat?

Cuanto tiempo has trabajado para Habitat?

Do You Have Kids?

Tienes hijos

What’s Your Name?

Como Te Llamas?

Nice to meet you, my name is..

Mucho gusto, Mi nombre es..

Where is the bathroom

Donde queda el Bano?

I am Hungry

Tengo hambre

Scaffolding

Los andamios

Pliers

Los alicates

Sand

La arena

Bucket

El balde

Barrell

El Berril

Wheelbarrow

La carretilla

Cement

El cemento

Metal bar for digging

La barra

Shovel

El pala
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Safety On The Work Site
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•

No alcohol or drugs are permitted on site at
any time. Volunteers who need prescription
drugs (inhalers, etc.) should make sure
they have a sufficient supply on site.
Wear sun screen of a suitable factor and
reapply it throughout the day.
Wear appropriate clothing for the tasks
involved.
Drink plenty of water — at least 2 liters a
day, even more when it is hot.
Wear your hard hat at all times on site,
except in designated break areas.
Proper gloves can protect your hands
from:
 Cuts when carrying sharp-edged
materials and equipment.
 Skin irritation from cement, paint, lime
wash and other chemicals.
 Getting a corn while working with the
tools for long time.
Wear ear protection when:
 Any equipment is being used nearby
that may cause damage to your ears.
 Heavy machinery is working nearby
you for prolonged time.
Wear a face mask when:
 You understand the mask type and its
designation.
 Using chemicals, painting lime wash,
mixing cement.
 Scraping old paints and sanding the
items to smooth.

•

Wear eye protection when:
 You or someone nearby is using a
hammer, chisel or planer.
 You or somebody next to you is using
any type of power tool.
 Using lime wash or chemicals or
mixing or pouring cement.
• Wear proper footwear at all times:
 Open-toed shoes are forbidden on the
site.
 Footwear must be covered and hardsoled.
 Steel-toed safety boots must be worn
in demolition works.
• When lifting an item:
 Know your capacity and weight limits.
Ask your site supervisor.
 Keep legs slightly apart, bend the
knees, keep the back straight.
 Grab by both hands, and lift with the
legs, not the back.
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Gift Giving Policy
Basic Policy
Habitat for Humanity discourages short-term trip teams and individual team members from giving
personal gifts while engaged in or as a result of being engaged in a short-term trip.
Because they travel the world, teams encounter diverse cultures that view the giving of gifts in
distinctly different ways. Many cultures feel that to receive a gift means that a gift must be given
in return. In most cases, the person or family to whom a gift is given is not in a position to
reciprocate. This results in the disappointment of the very people the team is intending to make
happy with the gift.
Because it may set precedent, gift-giving can have a negative impact on the host affiliate, other
volunteers that build with the affiliate and future HFH teams. To avoid potential problems,
embarrassment, hurt feelings and unhappiness, it is best that gifts not be exchanged between
the team or individual team members and individual children, the local masons/volunteers, onsite construction supervisor, partner family, host volunteer coordinator, host affiliate staff, national
organization staff, team leader or anyone else.
One Exception
When a team of volunteers descends on a worksite, a crowd of inquisitive local children will not
be far behind. The giving of gifts to individual children is discouraged. However, if the host
coordinator approves, team members may feel free to share small items such as balloons,
bubbles, pencils, paper, etc. with the children at the worksite. Use restraint and common sense
to avoid hurting anyone’s feelings. If you give to one, it is expected that you will give to all. Keep
in mind that once word spreads the worksite will be overrun with children.
Bringing items to play with at the worksite like a soccer ball, jump rope or Frisbee is permissible,
as long as the items are taken home every evening.
Other than small items such as those listed above, gifts should not be given to individual
children, at the worksite or elsewhere. Any gifts for children should be given to the host volunteer
coordinator who, after the team departs, will see that they are appropriately distributed.
Donating Tools
Teams often bring small tools to use and then donate them to the affiliate upon departure. Tools
that the team is planning to donate should be given to the host coordinator following the final day
of building. They should not be given to the: construction supervisor, affiliate staff, partner family,
local volunteers nor to neighbors at the worksite. Donated tools are retained by the affiliate and
may be used on future builds.
Sponsorships
Agreeing to any type of sponsorship while a member of a short-term trip team is highly
discouraged. Team members sometimes are approached about the possibility of “sponsoring”
children in the host country. They might be the partner family’s children, children of a host
affiliate staff member, of an extended family, or simply a local resident befriended by a team
member. Avoid getting involved in sponsoring anyone while a member of a team.
Questions about gift-giving, donations and sponsorships should be directed to the team leader or
a Habitat for Humanity contact.
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Wish List
WISH LIST
We are very thankful for your generosity and your willingness to contribute to our program with
your donation! We have put together a Wish List with items that can help even further to our
efforts to improve the housing conditions of the Paraguayans families.
We classified the items in: Office supplies, equipment and construction tools.
OFFICE SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT
• USB Flash drives (preferably 4 GB or larger)
• Reliable Laptops for office use (win xp) with network/internet capabilities and laptops cases
• Speakers
• Headphones
• External Disk for backups (1000 GB)
• Videocamara
• Digital cameras 4mpx or better with large memory cards.
• Gateway GSM. (E.g.: OpenVox 4 Port GSM Gateway VS-GW1202-4G)
• Battery for Laptop Dell (E.g.: Dell J1KND Laptop Battery - New TechFuel Professional 6-cell,
Li-ion Battery)
• Router Mikrotik CRS125-24G-1S-2HnD-IN, Cloud Router Gigabit Switch, Fully manageable
Layer 3, 24x 10/100/1000, 1000mW Wireless
• MikroTik Cloud Router Switch CRS109-8G-1S-2HnD-IN
• GPS
• IP Phones
• Dongles HDMI
• Office supplies
CONSTRUCTION TOOLS AND SUPPLIES
• Face masks (surgical masks)
• Work gloves
• Safety goggles
• Rain coats
• Yellow “CAUTION” tape/banners
• Work boots
• Construction tools
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Global Village Volunteers’ Experiences
“It was AMAZING!!! It was my first ever global village trip,
and while I had minor skepticism going in, my expectations
were mostly very high. Everything about this trip exceeded
my expectations. The planning, coordination, information
and execution allowed me to feel comfortable and
confident about traveling to a new area and all of the
people on the team were of like mind and ambition and the
camaraderie was incredible. The organization was well
done, and I truly felt that the community was happy and
welcoming to have us there and appreciated the
contribution we were able to provide. 1,000 thumbs up!”
—Danica C.
Habitat Global Village volunteer 2017

“GV is a fantastic way to see different cultures and meet
new people-both the local people and other volunteers on
the team. And GV also provides a way for travelers to
enhance their travel experience with community and
humanitarian service which makes our world a better
place to live. The work projects are well organized, the trip
leaders have been fantastic and the local Habitat leaders
are talented and great to work with. A GV trip also
includes local cultural activities which add to the trip's
"fun" experience, and it promotes team cohesion as well.
A GV trip is a valuable, effective and enlightening travel
opportunity for those who want to put a bit more into as
well as get a bit more out of their world travels.”
—Mark. J
Habitat Global Village volunteer 2017

every hand
makes a difference

